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ABSTRACT 
Two exper iments  a r e  discussed which p e r m i t  the determination of 
The f i r s t  experiment  employs the r e tu rn  
the local s ta t i s t ica l  backscattering proper t ies  of the lunar  surface o r  
the sur face  of another planet. 
f r o m  a "range ring" of the moon, i, e , ,  the fact  that  a t ransmi t ted  r ada r  
pulse of the proper  length illuminates only a cer ta in  well-defined annular 
portion of the lunar  su r face  at a time. The second experiment  makes 
use of the doppler spreading of a d i sc re t e  CW incident wave upon the 
lunar  su r face  which is  moving (rotating and t ranslat ing)  i n  a p rede te r -  
mined manner,  In th i s  manner ,  the power density spec t rum of the 
returned signal at a given frequency near  the center  of the c a r r i e r  c o r -  
responds direct ly  to a given s t r ip  of surface a r e a  having a definite 
velocity component in  the line of sight. 
called h e r e  a "doppler strip". 
This s t r i p  of surface a r e a  i s  
The values  in  obtaining these local  s ta t i s t ica l  backscat ter ing 
proper t ies  i s  that  they can be compared d i rec t ly  to similar proper t ies  
of a var ie ty  of sur face  samples  f rom the Earth. 
one can l e a r n  m o r e  about lunar  surface composition, roughness,  and 
average  dimensions of sur face  features  without having to re ly  upon the 
assumption of a ce r t a in  model or theory of scat ter ing in the formulation 
F r o m  this comparison 
I 
of the problem. 
.. 
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TWO EXPERIMENTS YIELDING LUNAR SURFACE 
INFORMATION EMPLOYING POLARIZED RADAR WAVES 
I. . INTRODUCTION 
Litt le is known about the processes  which form the lunar  surface.  
Therefore  mathematical  attempts to  determine s ta t is t ical  p roper t ies  of 
a section of the local  l una r  surface f rom reflected electromagnetic 
radiation by initially assuming a ce r t a in  s ta t i s t ica l  scat ter ing model 
generally a g r e e  poorly with measured  data over  a wide range of f r e -  
quencies. Any mathematical  model i s  a t  bes t  a combination of many 
assumptions and approximations; the justification f o r  many of these a t  
t imes  s e e m s  to  l ie  sorr,ewhere between fact  and wishful thinking. 
fore  i t  s e e m s  justifiable to  attempt to compare  the ability of the lunar  
sur face  to s c a t t e r  electromagnetic waves of var ious polarizations with 
s i m i l a r  measurements  made on a var ie ty  of surface samples  in the 
laboratory,  r a the r  than basing all predictions solely upon the assumption 
of some dubious scat ter ing theory and model. 
made  in reducing any scat ter ing theory to useful resu l t s  i s  the r e s t r i c -  
tion of the frequency range either t o  the high (where  wavelength i s  much 
shor t e r  than lunar  surface features)  o r  to the low end (where the con- 
v e r s e  is true).  
sur face  dimensions can be found prec ise ly  in  the intermediate region. 
There-  
One of the assumptions 
It is  believed that much information about average 
At present ,  r ada r  t ransmission i s  not direct ive enough that a 
well-defined and eas i ly  locatable luna r  surface a r e a  can be separately 
illuminated. Thus, one difficulty a r i s e s  in designing an  experiment  which 
can  determine local  lunar  s ta t is t ical  sur face  proper t ies  involving the 
fami l ia r  backscat ter ing cross-sect ions p e r  unit a r e a  r a the r  than a lumped 
Another diffi- 
culty l i e s  in obtaining average propert ies  and in determining the type of 
averaging to  be done. 
each  yielding average values of backscattering c ross -sec t ions  pe r  unit 
a r e a  of the local  lunar  sur face  of var ious t ransmit t ing and receiving 
polarizations.  Also found a r e  average values of combinations of these 
c ros s - sec t ions  with the phase differences between the elementary sca t -  
t e r ing  ma t r ix  e lements . '  
compared  with s imi la r ,  eas i ly  obtainable averages  made on var ious 
sur face  samples  on the Earth.  
s ta t i s t ica l  information, such as mean height and slope as well a s  com- 
position of the luna r  sur face  and i t s  e lec t i rca l  reflective propert ies .  
, c ros s - sec t ion  fo r  the ent i re  illuminated lunar  hemisphere.  
In this report, two experiments  a r e  discussed, 
All of these average quantities can then be 
These comparisons can yield dimensional 
1 
. i  
Assuming the mean  lunar  s u r f a c t  is sphtxri(.al, thc two cy:pc.ri- 
ments  described h c r e  employ niethods of planetary niapping disc ussctl 
r e t u r n  f r o m  a "doppler strip", The situation t o  bt, t ,? \a i i i intd hc,rc i s  
m o r e  involved than those previously disr-tisst.d, l > c \ c  atist. polarizatioii 
effects a r e  included. 
does not s t r ike  all points of a range ring o r  of a dopplc'r s t r i p  a i t h  the, 
polarized field vector  oriented in the sanic' dirt.[ tion. 
a n  i s s u e  where  one ignores  polarization, a s  in thc c a s v  of acotistical 
waves o r  where  light waves of  a l l  polarizations (rancloiii polarization) 
a r e  present. 
i n  a more coliiplex: SitLiatiGfi to be analyzed; ? i o w r ~ v t ~ r ,  
added complexity yie Ids more  s ta t is t ical  surfac c\ info r i i i a t ion .  
b y  others i n  the l i t e ra ture  involving re turn  f rom a "range) ririg ' '  < ( I I ~ l  - . - - I  
Thus a given l inear transtiiittc~(1 pol:triz(,cl w a v t .  
This  is  n o t  
The inclusion of thcse polarization cffccts  natrirally rt,stilts 
i n re turn.  this 
The first experiment  involves tht. t ransmiss ion  o f  a wt~ll-dc~f'ined 
r a d a r  pulse of a determined polarization. Thc cncrgy in  this pulsv in 
the far field then propagates  in  a wall enc losed by two p lan t s  of fixed 
separation. Upon striking the forward lunar hcmi sphere,  this "wall" 
i l luminates a definite annular a rea ,  called a "rangc ring", which niovcs 
toward the limbs of the moon a s  the> wall propagates  forward. 
f r o m  this "range ring" can then bc used to obtain ( .(-rtain information 
about the local sur face  backscat ter ing propc.rtic%s. 
therefore  a study in the t ime cloniain. 
antennas a r e  to  be var ious  cornbinations of l i n c a r l y  and circrilarly 
polarizing antennas. 
Thc r e tu rn  
The. c,xpcrinicxnt i s  
Thc transnlit t ing and rt,c(,ivjng 
The second experiment  invo1vc.s the stridy o f  tht, powt.r density 
spectrum of the r e tu rn  f rom t h c  moon af ter  illuniination by a C W  c a r r i c r .  
This i s  possible because the moon h a s  a dctcrniinahlc. angular velocity 
at any given time, which resu l t s  in a dopplcr spreading o f  the t r a n s -  
mit ted frequency related to the a x i s  orivntation a n d  angular velocity of 
the moon. The sur face  regions fa r ther  away f rom the axis  o f  rotation 
shift  the incoming frequency by the grea tes t  amount, An incrcLmenta1 
surface a r e a  which r e su l t s  in a uniform shift i n  fr(.qucnc.y i s  called a 
"doppler strip". The r e tu rn  f rom such a doppler s t r i p  at  a given 
frequency can then be  used to obtain local surface* backscattc>ring 
properties.  
domain. Again, var ious  combinations of polarization wi 11 lit,  t r ans  - 
mitted and received. It will be shown that much Trior(* loc.al slirfac-(. 
information can be obtained f r o m  this sccond (,xpc,rinitbnt involving a 
doppler s t r i p  than f r o m  the f i rs t  cxperimi>nt  involving a rang(' ring, 
although the analysis  in the s~conc]  cxp(. r imvnt  i s  niorf' i n v o 1 v c . d  
This exper iment  i s  t he re fo re  a study in thc frvqrIcncy 
2 
The averaging p rocesses  used in obtaining these local  s ta t is t ical  
p roper t ies  f rom each of the above experiments  will  be br ief ly  discussed 
here.  
on the E a r t h  will  be ensemble averages,  Averages made of the moon's 
surface,  however, will  employ the fact  that the orientation of the lunar 
sur face  with respec t  to  the Ea r th  changes with time. Thus for the f i r s t  
experiment,  pulses  t ransmi t ted  at different t imes,  over a s  long a period 
a s  s eve ra l  hours  o r  even days, should give r i s e  to markedly different 
re turns ,  since the surface included in  a given range ring changes in 
orientation over  a period of time. 
a r e  averaged,  they r ep resen t  a n  ensemble average  in time. 
second experiment ,  i f  the CW signal i s  t ransmi t ted  for  an extended period 
of t ime,  such as s e v e r a l  hours ,  the orientation of the actual lunar sur face  
included in  a given doppler strip wi l l  change enough so that a t ime average  
of the returned signal should provide a meaningful average of local surface 
propert ies .  
d i scussed  above yield the same  resul t  a s  averages  made on the Ea r th  on 
an ensemble of different sur faces  w i l l  not be defended o r  explored here.  
Suffice it to say that  since the lunar sur face  changes its aspect  quite slowly 
and since measu remen t s  can  be made over  long per iods of t ime, the above- 
mentioned averages  should not be markedly different f rom a surface en- 
semble  average. 
More than likely, averages  made of local  samples  of sur faces  
When these re turned  pulses of power 
In the 
Whether one is  justified in  assuming that the averaging methods 
The local  s ta t is t ic  a1 backscattering c r o s s  -sections and scat ter ing 
matrix phase differences which will be considered h e r e  re la te  local 
ver t ica l ly  and horizontally polarized radiation. 
tion is  defined to be in the plane of incidence upon a given local  surface 
a r e a ,  while horizontal  is  perpendicular to the plane of incidence. 
average  backscat ter ing c ross -sec t ions  and scat ter ing ma t r ix  phase dif- 
f e r ences  should and will  be functions only of the angle of incidence, v ,  
with r e spec t  to the local  surface element. 
Local ver t ica l  polar iza-  
These 
3 
IL BACKSCATTERING CROSS SECTION OF AN 
ARBITRARY SURFACE ELEMENT 
A. Li n e a r T I- an  s i i i  i t ti ng , Li n t' a r R c. c' i v i ng A 11 t I 1 ti :i s - 
Throughout this  section, the. plane o f  i n c . i t l < ~ n ~ ~ c ~  i s  t ; i l c c b t i  to  bc% A 
the y-z plane, the vcr t ica l  polarization diri.c.tion is ( I c ~ ~ ' i i i t ~ ( l  ;is t l i c t  0 A 
direction, and the horizontal  polarization clirctc.tion is  t l ~ . I ' i t i ~ . d  a s  t h t s  (1) 
( in  this  case ,  x) direction. 
i n  the directions shown, and ctnploying the, scattcxring n1at r i s '  r ( . la t ing 
sca t te red  ver t ica l  and horizontal  to incid(.nt v ( ' r t i c a 1  am1 h o r i z o n t a l  ( t h e .  
subscr ipt  I ' ! ' '  r e f e r s  t e  vcrtical, "2"  t o  horizontal) I the. d ~ ~ s i r c - ( l  inc.idc.l1t 
and back-scat tered fields a.rt. writ ten,  rt-spc,c.t.ivc,ly, a s  f o l l o ~ ~ s :  ( s e e  Figs ,  
1 and 2):  
A W it11 the. l incar  polarizing a n t t - n n n s  oric,ntcb(l 
The back-scat ter ing c ross -sec t ion  for l i nea r  incident polarization 
in  the v direction and l i nea r  sca t te red  polarization in the  v - <  direct ion 
f r o m  the surface e lement  dA i s  defined as 
In t e r m s  of the incident and sc.attcrc\tl fic)ltls o f  Eq. ( I ) ,  ant1 (.niploying 
the f a c t  that  a I 2  = a21 for backscattc*ring, this c . r o s s - s c b ( . t i o n  I ~ ~ ~ ~ o t ~ i ~ ~ s ,  
. C O S  v ( .os(v-c) sin(2v-Y,) 
I .  
I. 
V E R T I C A L  P O L A R l Z A T l  O N  
D I R E C T I O N ,  ALONG 8 
I NClDE N T 
\ 
* Y  
H 0 R I ZON T A L  POLAR I Z A T  I ON 
D I R E C T I O N ,  ALONG x* ( O R  4 ,  
WHERE 4 = 270') 
WAVE DIRECTION 
1 
X 
Fig. 1. Back-scat ter ing f rom a sur face  element,  dA. 
T R A N S M I T T E D  WAVE PROPAGATING 
I N T O  PAGE. 
' T I N G  A N T E N N A  
A N T E N N A  
Fig. 2. Linear- to- l inear  antenna arrangement .  
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. I  
However, the squared magnitudes of the scat ter ing ma t r ix  
e lements  a r e  the respect ive backscattering c r o s s  sections, 
f o r e  the above equation becoi i~es ,  
The re -  
L 1. 
2 2 2 2  du = ull  cos  v cos (v- t ; )  t 2 u l l  u 1 2 ( & - b )  cos  u cos(v-2j)  sin(2v-t;) v-5,  v 
L L  
2 2  
1 1  1 
2 2  
t 2uI1u2 cos(&-&)cos v s inv  c o s ( v - t ; )  sin(v-t;) t u12 sin2(2v-2j) 
t 2u22u12 cos(/alt- /azz)sin v sin(v-tj) s in(2u-t ; )  t uZ2 sin v sin2(v-t;). 2 
- 
The above c r o s s  sect ions a r e  the total scat ter ing c r o s s  sections f o r  
the a r e a  element dA; they have the dimension of a rea ,  
can define a dimensionless scat ter ing c r o s s  section p e r  unit a r e a  a s  follows: 
F r o m  them one 
Writing the l a s t  equation in  t e r m s  of this  dimensionless  c r o s s  section, 
one obtains 
1 1. 
i 2  2 2 = q l l  cos v cos ( v - 5 )  t 2qll q12 cos(/all-Ja12)cos v cos(v-5)  sin(2v-tj) 
(2) %g,v  
L L  
1 1  
t 2 q f 1  q$2cos( /a11-/adcos v s in  u cos(v-tj) s in(v- t j )  tq12sint2v-5) 
t 2 q 2 2 q 2 2 ~ ~ ~ ( / ” 1 2 - / a ) s i n  v sin(v-5) s in(2v- t )  tq22 s in  (v- t j )  I 
2 2 2  
- 
F r o m  reciproci ty  considerations,  i t  is evident that q v - 5 ,  v - qv, v.-< 
for backscattering. (The f i r s t  subscr ip t  always r e f e r s  to the polarizatlon 
s ta te  of the receiving antenna, while the second r e f e r s  to the t ransmit t ing 
antenna. ) 
B. Linear Transmit t ing,  Ci rcu lar  Receiving Antennas 
In the case  considered,  the t ransmi t ted  incident wave is l inear ly  
polarized in a direct ion which makes  an  angle v with the ver t ical ,  and the 
left c i rcular ly  polar ized component p re sen t  in  the sca t te red  wave i s  to be 
received. The incident wave and des i red  sca t t e red  wave in this ca se  a r c  
given by’, ( s e e  Fig., 3), 
6 
I 
cos  v a l l  a12 c-os v 
4 2  dt s in  v L - J  a21 azL 
( 3  1 -i EV = k [  ] ; - S  ~ ~ - k ' -  1 '  L [ ] [si t ,  
The backscat ter ing c r o s s  section from thc sur face  t,lctlletlt (!A 
in this case  i s  defined as 
Upon substitution of Eq. (3)  into the above expression,  expanding, 
and converting to a dimensionless  backscat ter ing c r o s s  section, one 
obtains 
F r o m  reciproci ty  considerations,  it  i s  t rue  that i n  this ca se  o f  
backscat ter ing,  I L ~  = q v L  and iRv = qvR . 
If the right c i rcu lar ly  polarized cc\mponent i n  the scattcrecl wave 
is to  be received, the "j" in Eq. ( 3 )  i s  preceded by a m i n u s  sign and the 
backscat ter ing c r o s s  section i s  
t ?I2 t q22 s i n ' v  I I 
7 
C. Circular  Transmitt ing,  Ci rcu lar  Receiving Antennas 
F r o m  Ref. i ,  the backscattering c r o s s  sections sought  here iaii 
be wri t ten immediately in t e r m s  of the horizontal  and ver t ica l  c r o s s  
sect ions and ma t r ix  e lements;  
All of the dimensionless  backscat ter ing c r o s s  sections considered 
a r e  functions of :requency and of the actual  sur face  element  and i ts  
orientation. 
similar surface elements ,  the average backscat ter ing c r o s s  sections p e r  
un i t  a r e a  a re  functions only of frequency and the angle of incidence, 0 ,  
thus, i f  one makes  an ensemble average of T 
ave rages  t e r m  by t e r m ,  Eq. ( 2 )  becomes (the bracke ts  < > denote 
ensemble average)  
However, upon making an ensemble average  over  s ta t is t ical ly  
f o r  example, and v - & , 9 '  
Similar  resu l t s  a r e  obtained for  the o ther  c r o s s  sections. All averages  
a r e  functions of 8, incidence angle. In all, the following averages  appear  
f rom the measurements  discussed in this section: 
8 
Since the backscat ter ing c r o s s  sections ~ 1 1 ,  ~ 1 2 ,  122, and the 
var ious phase differences a r e  all random var iab les  over  an ensemble 
of sur faces ,  there  is no justification, in general ,  f o r  assuming s ta t i s t ica l  
independence among any of them. 
mT generally cannot be factored into the individual averages  
<T22 Z> <cos(/all- /alZ)>. 
averages  l i s ted  in Eq. (10) above which completely descr ibe  the scat ter ing 
proper t ies  of any s ta t is t ical ly  s imi l a r  ensemble of surfaces .  By knowing 
all of these averages  a s  a function of the incident frequency and angle of 
incidence much should be revealed about the nature  of a surface,  and i t  
is indeed these quantities which a r e  sought f rom the experiments  descr ibed 
in the next two sections. 
1 
Thus averages  l ike <qllZ77222~0s(/iall- 
- 
ql12> 
It appears  therefore  as though the re  a r e  nine 
The s ta t i s t ica l  quantities l isted in Eq. (10)  can  all be eas i ly  mea-  
s u r e d  in  the laboratory fo r  ensembles of sample su r faces  having var ious 
s ta t is t ical ,  dimensional, and electr ical  propert ies  and at var ious angles 
of incidence. 
mean  p lanar  bed and using Eqs. (Z), (4), (5), (6), (7), (8), along with the 
techniques and tables  given in  Ref. 2. The angles v and 6 can, of course,  
be chosen judiciously s o  that the desired quantities fa l l  out ve ry  simply. 
Once these  ensemble averages  in Eq. (10)  have been determined for a 
be compared  with similar quantities f rom the moon and o ther  planets in 
o r d e r  to  l e a r n  m o r e  about the surfaces  of these bodies. 
This can be done by arranging the sample sur faces  on a 
'. - .l L1 _ . ~  ---  . _  
v V U A L c ' y  "I "I------ - -  ~ 
LEFT INCIDENT RIGHT INCIDENT 
RIGHT RECEIVING L E F T  RECEIVING 
C I R C U L AR LY POLAR I Z I NG 
ElVlNG ANTENNA 
LINEAR POLARIZING 
TRANSMITTING ANTENNA TRANSMITTED WA 
PROPAGATING INT 
Fig. 3. Circular- to- l inear  antenna arrangement .  
V 
In the next two sect ions,  the fo rmulas  derived in this section for  
the var ious backscat ter ing c r o s s  sections will be applied to the lunar  
surface.  In such a c a s e  the element of a r e a ,  dA, will be a sur face  
element  on a sphere ,  and the angle of incidence will  v a r y  for  different 
a r e a  elements  on the surface.  
111. RETURN FROM A RANGE RING (See Figo 4)  
A r ada r  pulse of sufficiently small width upon reaching the moon 
wil l  illuminate an annular  ring, o r  range ring, on the forward hemi-  
sphe re  o i  the moon ' s  surface,  Thus if the re turn  i s  studied as a function 
of t ime, i t  will cor respond to the sca t te r ing  proper t ies  of a progress ive ly  
changing range ring, s ta r t ing  with the forward-most  point and proceeding 
toward the ring of maximum diameter .  The angle of incidence, a, t he re -  
fo re  i s  a constant a t  all points on a given range ring, and inc reases  with 
t ime as the range ring illuminated moves progress ive ly  to the r e a r  with 
the incoming pulse. 
m e a s u r e  of the back-scat ter ing c r o s s  section p e r  range ring, and can  
be converted f r o m  a function of t ime to  a function of the angle of incidence, 
a ( s e e  Appendix A fo r  this derivation). 
The result ing power received should then be a 
If yuT denotes the backscat ter ing c r o s s  section p e r  unit area f r o m  
the moon's  surface,  as discussed in the previous section ( the  u and T 
refer to the received and t ransmi t ted  polarization s ta tes ,  respectively,  
under  consideration),  then the backscat ter ing c r o s s  section for  an  a r e a  
element,  dA, on a given range ring i s  given by duuT = qu,dA, where  dA 
is the a r e a  of the element  of actual  reflecting sur face  of the moon, 
The average backscat ter ing c r o s s  sect ion f r o m  an ensemble of 
a r e a  elements,  dA, in the s a m e  position on the s a m e  range ring but with 
different  rough sur face  samples  present  in the a r e a  element,  is therefore  a 
function only of the angle of incidence, a, and the average  a r e a  element;  
i. e.,  the a r e a  of an element  on a perfect  sphe re  of radius  R. 
this  c r o s s  section by <duuT>a: 
Denote 
The subscr ipt  a on the ensemble ave rage  bracke t  indicates that 
the averages a r e  functions of angle of incidence,  which i s  to be denoted 
by a here .  
The average backscat ter ing c r o s s  sect ion f o r  the en t i re  range ring i s  
This subscr ipt  may be omitted a t  var ious  places  fo r  brevity. 
10  
therefore  found by integrating Eq. (1  1 )  over  the en t i re  range ring, and 
is denoted by <duuT RR>a : 
Again i t  i s  assumed that the quantity on the le f t  s ide of Eq. ( 1 2 )  
is measu rab le  f rom the descr ibed experiment  as a function of a (or  
can be  computed f rom measurable  quantit ies with Appendix A). 
F r o m  Eq. (12) define an average backscat ter ing c r o s s  section p e r  
unit a r e a  f o r  a range ring by dividing Eq. (12)  by the area of a range ring 
on a sphere ;  Le. ,  dARR = 2wRZ sin a d a ,  
PROPAGATION 
INTO PAGE 
I 
RADAR PULSE - 
PROPAGATION 
DI REC T ION + 
RANGE RING ILLUMINA 
B Y  RADAR P U L S E  
TOTAL A R E A  OF RANGE RING = d A R R  
R A D I U S  OF MOON = R M 1080mi.  
FRONT V I E W  SIDE V IEW 
Fig. 4. Diagram showing r a d a r  pulse and illuminated 
range ring. 
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This resul ts  in 
A. Linear Transmitt ing,  
Linear Receiving Antennas 
In this c a s e ,  it i s  assumed that a l inear ly  polarized wave, E,, 
( s e e  Figo 4)  i s  transmitted.  
range ring, the e lec t r ic  vector  makes  an angle v with the direction of 
ver t ica l  polarization for  that par t icu lar  a r e a  element. 
of ve r t i ca l  polarization va r i e s  with the angle, v ,  of the par t icu lar  a r e a  
element,  dA, on the selected range ring and i s  always directed radially 
inward in planes where v = constant, 
received is in the direction v - c9 the average backscat ter ing c r o s s  
section p e r  unit a r e a  which is applicable on the en t i re  range ring is 
found by taking the average of Eq. (2), as given in Eq. (9), a s  the element  
to  be used  for <qus>a; thus for  < T ~ ~ > ~  = <T, -5,
to  
At the a r e a  element  shown (dA) on a given 
The direction 
If the l i nea r  pclarization to be 
Eq. (13) integrates  
1 1 <qRR > = -[<qll>a x (1  +- -cos 25)  
V -  , V  a 4 2 
Using par t icu lar  angular antenna separa t ions ,  &, the above relation- 
ship can  be simplified for  th ree  special  c a s e s ;  i, e.,  
12 
and 
Notice in the above formulas that  cer ta in  quantities cannot be 
determined separa te ly  f rom such a measurement ;  f rom Eq. (14 )  it 
is seen  that <qil>a, cannot be separated f rom <qzz>a no ma t t e r  how many 
measu remen t s  a r e  made a t  various angles,  5 ,  This separabi l i ty  will be 
examined la ter .  
B. Linear  Transmitt ing,  Circular  
Receiving Antennas 
In this ca se ,  the incident wave is l inear ly  polarized in the direction 
E,, , as shown in Fig .  4, and the c i rcu lar ly  polarized components in the 
backsca t te red  wave a r e  desired,  
sect ion p e r  unit a r e a  to be employed h e r e  i s  found by taking the average 
of Eqs. (4)  o r  (5)  and substituting the resu l t  into Eq. (13) for  <11F2a , 
i. e. , <qF>cc = < q ~ ~ > ~ .  
The average  backscattering c r o s s  
Upon integration Eq. (13)  becomes 
R 
The upper  sign applies when the left  c i rcu lar ly  polarized component 
is received, i. e , ,  when the "L" in the subscr ipt  of the left  side of Eq. (15)  
is employed. The lower sign applies to the right c i r cu la r  component. 
Therefore ,  Eq. (15)  is two equations represent ing two different measu re -  
ments.  
F r o m  reciproci ty  considerations discussed in the previous sections,  
identical  resu l t s  can  be obtained by t ransmit t ing c i r cu la r  and receiving 
l i n e a r  a t  an angle v e  In this  case,  <qLRR>a = < q , ~  RR>a " 
RV L 
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In this subsection and in subsection A also,  it is interesting to 
note that averages may be made f r o m  measurements  in two different 
ways. One way was mentioned previously: this i s  to t r ansmi t  pulses  
at different  t imes  S O  that the orientation of the moon's Surcace wi l l  
have shifted slightly between pulse t ransmissions.  
average can be made in this manner  by averaging the returned powers 
a t  the various t imes ,  assuming a sufficiently long averaging period. 
However, even if the su r face  were  perfectly stationary,  an average 
could be made by rotating the receiving and t ransmit t ing antennas to- 
gether  between t ransmissions.  This causes  a different combination 
of l i nea r  s ta tes  to be incident upon the s a m e  a r e a  element for  successive 
t ransmissions.  
antennas fixed but rotating the moon about the axis along the direction 
of propagation between t ransmiss ions ;  this  resu l t s  in an ensemble 
average  f o r  a variety of surface orientations. 
fo r  the above two subsections because the re  a r e  an infinite number of 
independent l inear  polarization s ta tes  and because the surface is rotation- 
ally symmetr ica l  in  a mean sense,  This type of averaging is not possible 
in the following subsection involving s t r ic t ly  c i r cu la r  s ta tes  because only 
two independent c i r cu la r  s ta tes  a r e  possible. 
An ensemble 
The same resul t  would be  accomplished by  keepirlg the 
This p rocess  is possible 
C, Circular  Transmitt ing,  Ci rcu lar  
Receiving Antennas 
In this case ,  the average backscat ter ing c r o s s  sect ion p e r  unit 
a r e a  to  be employed i s  found by taking the average  of Eqs, ( 6 ) ,  (7), and 
(8)  and substituting into Eq. (13) fo r  <qu7>cr; e. g, , <quT>a = <qRR>a , 
etc, 
( E )  a r e  independent of v, the angular position on a given range ring, 
cont ra ry  to the situation in the f o r m e r  two subsections. Therefore  
Notice that the var ious c r o s s  sect ions given in Eqs. ( 6 ) 0  (7), and 
and 
These three  equatiolls add no information which is not a l ready  present  
in Eqs. (15 )  and (14), but in cer ta in  c a s e s  these measu remen t s  may be 
s i m p l e r  to  make, 
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The s ta tement  may a l so  be made that essent ia l ly  no fur ther  in- 
formation can be obtained f r o m  employing any o ther  genera l  elliptical 
polarization s ta tes ,  because all other s t a t e s  a r e  a combination of 
l i nea r  and c i r cu la r  states.  
D. Independent Information Obtainable 
f rom these Measurements 
F r o m  the measu remen t s  discussed in the above th ree  subsections 
employing range ring scat ter ing,  the following appear  to  be a summary  
of the total amount of s epa ra t e  information obtainable f r o m  various 
algebraic  combinations of Eqs. (14),  (15),  and (16): 
and 
Even these four  quantities are  not all independent, s ince Eq. (17c) 
can  b e  obtained f rom Eqs. (17a) and (17b). 
polar izat ion p a r a m e t e r s  can be determined f rom all possible range ring 
experiments .  These do not s e e m  like a significant amount of information 
f r o m  the measurements  and equations developed in this section; however, 
they a r e  be t te r  than no information at all. The actual value of this infor- 
mat ion  when compared to  s i m i l a r  information measu red  f r o m  sample  
su r faces  on the Ea r th  at var ious incidence angles s e e m s  worthy of se r ious  
exper imenta l  investigation. 
Jus t  t h ree  independent 
1V. RETURN FROM A DOPPLER STRIP (See Fig. 5) 
It has  been shown by Cornpton3 and o thers  that  the component of 
veloci ty  of the moon's sur face  in  the "x" direction result ing from rotation 
of the moon f o r  a given doppler s t r ip  located at 'lz" is  given by 
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where  6 is the angle between the "y" axis and the moon's angular velocity 
vector ,  5, having magnitude Q .  
that 4 points in the direct ion of the reflected wave ( toward the Ear th)  
and 5 is located in the x-y plane. 
city along the y axis,  Q y  = 52 cos 6, causes  a l l  points of given 'lx" coor-  
dinate (on the same  doppler s t r ip )  to have the same  doppler shift s ince 
they all have the same  "x" component of velocity. 
The coordinate sys t em is oriented so 
Thus the component of angular velo- 
Therefore,  the shift in frequency of radiation returning f rom a 
given doppler s t r i p  at z i s  
2 W O  The frequency of the returning wave i s  WR = oo t K z  ; K = -C S? cos  k 
wo = c a r r i e r  frequency (frequency of the returning signal reflected f rom 
the portion at z = 0), 
In Dolar coordinates,  where  z = R cos 8, x = R cos Q s i n  t), and 
y = K s in  cp s in  0 on m e  s u n a c e  UI uie muu11 \dbbullleU 3p11c31 lLQI 
mean) ,  th i s  re turned frequency i s  a function of 8; WR =,w0 t KR C O S  8 ,  
- 
The returning t ime average power, Sr, can  be expressed  in t e r m s  
of the one-sided power density spectrurn a s  
If t he re  is no noise present  in the returning signal? then P ( w r )  is 
This integral  can therefore be expressed  in t e r m s  of z o r  8 :  
z e r o  outside a cer ta in  finite band resulting f rom the doppler shift of the 
c a r r i e r .  
* 
subtracted out of the power density spec t rum;  otherwise the scat ter ing c r o s s  
sect ion n e a r  the l imbs ( a t  z - +R) w i l l  apbear  to become infinite, as pointed 
out by Compton in Ref. 3, This noise spec t rum i s  flat over  the narrow dop- 
p l e r  sp read  of the returning signal and may be subtracted out with no difficulty. 
If the returning signal contains noise, this noise component must  be 
17 
It i s  assumed that the moon is illuminated by a C W  signal of a 
d iscre te  frequency. 
for  translation only), then the returning signal would consis t  of a 
d i sc re t e  frequency also, woe 
spec t rump Prr,(or), of the returning s ignal  of a given polarization can 
be measured. This quantity w i l l  be used to  obtain information about 
average polarization scat ter ing proper t ies  of the surface.  
the u and T therefore  stand for  the polarization proper t ies  of the re -  
ceiving and transmitt ing antennas used to make these measurements .  
The polarization s t a t e s  to be considered in this section a r e  -l i nea r  and 
c i r cu la r  and combinations of the two. 
the returning signal power as the lunar  surface rotates  slowly over  a 
long period of t ime i s  assumed in this repor t  to be equivalent to an  
ensemble average over  sur faces  s ta t is t ical ly  similar to the lunar  s u r -  
face. The power density spectrum, P u T ( W r ) ,  a t  a par t icu lar  returning 
frequency, wo t KR cos0 ,  can be integrated with respec t  to t ime in o r d e r  
to obtain an average power density spec t rum a t  that  par t icu lar  frequency 
and value of 0 .  F r o m  this point, therefore ,  P u T ( w r )  is assumed to  be an 
average value over  t imeo equivalent to an ensemble average, 
If it were  not fo r  the rotation of the moon (i. e. , 
It i s  assumed that the power density 
In Eq. (18) , 
The t ime average, Sru, T, of 
- 
>, * may a l so  be wri t ten This average returned power, SruT = <SruT. 
in t e r m s  of the backscattering c r o s s  sect ion as discussed in the preceding 
s e c t ions. 
where a is the angle of incidence a t  a pa r t i cu la r  a r e a  element  dA on the 
sphere.  
s ta te  T. 
SincT is the power in the incident signal in the polarization 
* The brackets  <S> a r e  used to mean ensemble average ,  while the b a r  - 
S is  taken to  mean t ime average, 
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Since the mean lunar  surface is a sphere,  the a r e a  element dA 
Therefore,  equating Eq. for  this mean sur face  is dA = R' SinBdOdo. 
(18) to Eq. ( 19),  one obtains 
= SAnp *- R' 
Dropping the integration over 8 on both sides,  this expression 
gives 
F o r  brevi ty  F r T ( 0 )  i s  defined h e r e  a s  the doppler function and is 
Thus f rom this measurable  doppler function f o r  a given 
eas i ly  determinable  f rom the average power density spec t rum a s  a 
function of 8. 
s e t  of t ransmi t ted  and received polarization s ta tes ,  the goal is to de t e r -  
mine the var ious averages in Eq. (10) f rom the left side of Eq. (20) .  
First it is necessa ry  to convert  Eq. ( 2 0 )  f rom an integral  over  + 
to  an  integral  over  a ,  the angle of incidence at  an a r e a  element  dA on 
a given doppler s t r i p  a t  0.  
n l a n e  r n n t a i n i n v  ft and the  no rma l  to the sur face  at  dA. io e. 9. 
The mean plane of incidence a t  dA is the 
A A  A A 
( 2 1 )  r = x s in8cos  + t y s inBsinQ t z c o s @ ,  
The angle of incidence, a ,  is therefore  defined by 
A A  C O S  a 
s in  t) 
cos a = x o r  = sin 8cosQ, cos  9 = 
.*e d(cos a) = - s i n a d a  = - s inbs in+dq  ; 
s i n a d a  Jy 
; but s in9  = f d l -cosz  a, = t 1 '4 = s i n e s i n g  sin' cj 
The upper  sign applies in the upper half of the doppler s t r ip ,  w h e r e 9  i s  
posit ive,  and the lower sign applies in the lower half. The l imi t s  on the 
19 
' I  
l e f t  side of Eq. ( 2 0 )  over  a a r e  determined by breaking Eq. ( 2 0 )  up into 
two integrals,  
Here  the superscr ip t  u signifies the function over  the upper  half 
only and the 1 signifies the function over  the lower half only. 
in + may now b e  replaced by the l imi t s  in a; 
The l imi t s  
This process  i s  necessary  because a ,  angle of incidence, i s  
positive over the en t i re  doppler strip. 
second integral  and noting that 
By interchanging l imi t s  on the 
sin' u - cos2 a = sin' a - cos '  o , 
the above expression can be rewri t ten as 
Equation ( 2 3 )  i s  a f o r m  of the fami l ia r  Abel integral  equation; the 
functions <T,T>& and <q,.$, and both functions of a in general ,  and must  
be evaluated for the par t icu lar  polarization s t a t e s  being considered. 
A. Linear Transmitt ing,  
Linear Receiving Antennas 
Here  again, as  in the preceding sect iony the applicable average 
backscattering c r o s s  section p e r  unit a r e a  to be employed in Eq. ( 2 3 )  i s  
found by taking an  ensemble average of Eq. ( 2 ) ,  result ing in Eq. ( 9 ) ;  thus 
2 0  
I .  
I .  
<%?a = < ~ ~ - ~ , v > a .  However, the angle v must  be determined in this  
ca se  in t e r m s  of a and 8 for  a given a r e a  element dA. The angle v, a s  
defined, is the angle between the plane of incidence and the direction of 
polarization of the incident wave; it is positive in a counter-clockwise 
sense ,  a s  shown in Figs.  1 and 2. However, in this ca se  the plane of 
incidence rotates  for  each a r e a  element along a given doppler s t r i p ;  i t  
rotates  with the projection of the radial  vec tor  r, normal  to  dA, on the 
y-z plane. This projection in L e  y -z  plane, looking in the direction of the 
h A 
-x axis ,  i. e. ,  the view of Fig. 5, is given a s  r '  = y s in  0 sin (1, t z cos  0 e 
Assume that the direct ion of l inear  incident polarization makes  an  angle, 
y ,  with z ,  posit ive clockwise. Then the angle v fo r  a given dA is  the 
difference between them, i. e.,  
A 
- 
A 
v = f X 2 ,  - y 0 
A 
But the angle between;' and z is found f rom the i r  dot product: 
I 
- cos  0 A 
- 
cos /;1* z = r '  O Z  - 0 
2 2 ' 2  ITt l e  PI 1 s i n  @ s i n  9 t cos e 
, f r o m  Eq. (22) ;  2 2 COS2 a However, s in  + = 1 - cos 4 = 1 - 
sin' e 
Therefore ,  the angle Y may be expres sed  as 
(24a)  v = f C O S -  [-I - y .  
The choice of signs in Eq. (24a) ex is t s  because an angle with a given 
cosine can be e i ther  positive o r  negative. 
fo re  f o r  the upper  half of the doppler s t r ip .  
The upper  sign i s  used there-  
The angle & in Eq. ( 9 )  i s  defined h e r e  to be the angle between the 
direct ion of incident polarization, y, and the direction of the des i r ed  l inear ly  
polar ized c'omponent in the scat tered field;  as in Fig. 2, i t  is positive when 
the sca t t e red  l inear  direction is counter clockwise f rom the incident l inear  
direction. The angle v-& can then be expressed  as 
21 
At this point, one can substi tute Eqs. (24a) and (24b) into Eq. ( 9 )  
and then substitute Eq. ( 9 )  into Eq. (23), using the upper  sign wherever  
the choice appears  fo  
the function <qv-c,v>a 
upon attempting to  expand the algebra becomes extremely cumbersome,  
This s eems  to  be the proper  point, therefore ,  to  make a judious choice 
f o r  angles,  y and 5 ,  and obtain specific s e t s  of integral  equations. The 
pa r t i cu la r  angles are chosen with two a ims  in mind: (a)  to  make the 
resul t ing mathematical  expressions not too involved, and (b)  to  permi t  
the experimental  equipment to  be se t  up with cer ta in  easi ly  established 
orientations. 
the function < ‘ l v - c , v > ~ ,  and the lower sign f o r  
The procedure i s  quite straightforward, but F 
Even so, the algebraic  reduction of the result ing express ions  is 
The accom-  
cumbersome. For this reason, only the result ing integral  equations 
a r e  l i s ted  here  and the detai ls  a r e  shown in Appendix B. 
panying figures show the orientation of the incident and des i r ed  l inear ly  
polar ized scat tered component when looking toward the moon. 
1. y = o , c = o  E‘ 
n/  2 
cos2 O(sin2 a -cos2 8)da  <T 12> a 
2 $12-8 s in3a/s inZ a -  cos  e 
Z Ei 
2 2  
TI 2 cos2  q s i n  2 a -  cos  2 d)da 
2 2 (6) = 2 <T11>, 
(25c)  Fy=0,5=7F/2 $12-8 s i n  a s in  a - c o s  8 
A 
Z 
E' 7 
Jlr/2-ti sin3 a] sinz a - cos2 o 
2 cos  O(sin2 a -  cos2  O)da 
+ 2  
~ 
-k/2-e sin' aJsin '  a -  cos' 8 
4. y = h / 4 ,  L = f lr/2 
2 2 2 
c o s  q s i n  a -  cos  8)da ,IT/ 2 
2 
t 8  
a l s i n  a -  cos2 o 
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4 
sin a d a  
sin3 aJsin2 a -  cos’ 0 
A 
Z 
2 2 2 
C O S   COS 0-3sin a)da 
sin3 a l s i n  a -  cos 0 
- 2  2 2 
24 
2 2 sin a( sin a - cos2 0)da 
There is an infinite number of nieasurernents c o n s i s t i ~ g  of v a r i o u s  
combinations of l i nea r  polarization, but any of these other  combinations 
will  yield no fur ther  independent information than that a l ready  contained 
in the above six equations; s ix  averages  which appeared in Eq, ( 9 )  must  
be determined, therefore  these six equations will suffice. 
Bo Linear  Transmitt ing,  
C i rcu la r  Receiving Antennas 
The applicable backscattering c r o s s  section p e r  unit a r e a  is found 
in this  c a s e  by taking the averages of Eqs. (4)  and (5);  thus <qcT>a = 
<qLv’a o r  <1Rv>a.  (AS shown previously, these quantit ies a r e  identical 
to  us ing  c i r cu la r  t ransmit t ing and l i nea r  receiving antennas; in this l a t t e r  
ca ses  the o rde r  of subscr ip ts  a r e  interchanged, i. e. < lLv>a  = < q v ~ > a  
and <qRv>a = <lvR>a .  ) Since the t ransmit t ing antenna i s  l inear ,  emitt ing 
a wave polarized in a direction making an angle v with the plane of incid- 
ence fo r  an a r e a  element dA, this much of the problem is identical to  the 
preceding case.  
applicable h e r e  also,  where the  angle y is  defined in the same  way. 
Again it is l e s s  cumbersome to choose par t icu lar  t ransmit t ing antenna 
tained in Appendix B. 
Therefore,  the angle v ,  as defined in Eq. (24a), i s  
7 - - ~ 7 - - . .  4 -  - I - . . - I - -  - - - v a y i l  -vnv,=.ssinn The detai ls  ake con- - ----. *. - 
y = o  
2. -
2 5  
TTI 2 
s i n 4 a  d a  
s in  a s in  a -  cos  0 2 2 
<rll2'a 
+ L r - e  
The above express ion  is actually two equations, the upper  sign 
throughout going with the upper  subscr ip t  and re fer r ing  to the le f t  
c i rcu lar ly  polarized component in the sca t te red  wave. 
3*  y = f l T / 2  
4. 
A 
z- 
4 
sin a d a  
% d z - e  s in  3 aJs in ' a -  
sin2 CrcoszO d a  
sin 3 a j s i n ' a -  cos' e 
5. 
6. y = lTl4 
d 
A s in  a d a  
(26e, FL y=lT /4 /- z e-------- R s in3a  s in  a cos20  
2 6  
s i n 4 a  d a  
2 2 
t 
%I 2 -0 a sin a - c o s  8 
4 
s in  a d a  
T / 2 - e  d 
7- y = - n / 4  
8. 
4 s i n  a d a  
sin3 a/-- 
%r/2-8 
sin4 a da 
sin a s in  a -  c o s  8 3 2 2 
4 
3 
sin a d a  
s in  aJs in 'a -  
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Not all of the above se t  of measu remen t s  need necessar i ly  be made 
as long as all of those in Eq. ( 2 5 )  a r e  made. 
obtainable from Eq. (26 ) ,  cannot be obtained using o n l y  combinations of 
l i nea r  polarization, as in Eq. ( 2 5 ) .  
Several  pieces  of information, 
C. Circular  Transmitt ing,  
Circular  Receiving Antennas 
The equations in this ca se  a r e  s imples t  of all because they a r e  not 
dependent upon any antenna rotation, u .  Taking ave rages  of Eqs. (6) ,  (7),  
and (8)  and substituting them into Eq. ( 2 3 )  yields th ree  m o r e  measurenien ts  
imm e d i at e 1 y : 
s in4a  du  
s in  UJsinL ir- cos  o 3 2 
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1 
and 
4 
s in  a d a  
s in  aJs in  a- cos  o 
lT/ 2 1 1  
<rl1$l2%c=(/ a114 a 2 &  2 2 - L 2 - a  
4 s i n  a d a  
2 s i n 2 a -  cos  e 
Again, the last expression is two sepa ra t e  equations represent ing two 
s e p a r a t e  measu remen t s  using the two possible permutat ions of right and 
left c i r c u l a r  antennas. 
D. Determination of the Averages of Eq. ( 10) 
f r o m  the Measurements  of this Section 
F r o m  the measu remen t s  discussed thus far in this  section, all the 
ave rages  found in Eq. ( 1 0 )  can  be found. 
ave rages ,  t h ree  basic  f o r m s  of a n  integral  equation mus t  be solved. 
solutions of these  in tegra l  equations a r e  d iscussed  la te r .  
In separat ing each  of these 
The 
In this  section, a br ief  outline will  be presented  fo r  the determination 
of the ave rages  of Eq. (10 )  f r o m  the measu remen t s  d i scussed  thus far. 
T h e r e  are s e v e r a l  methods of finding these averages ,  and the method 
i l lus t ra ted  h e r e  i s  cer ta inly not unique. 
Eq. (25a)  by m e r e l y  grv-i.ping everything under  one integral  sign and 
One could, fo r  example, solve 
solving by brute fo rce ;  the resul t  would be cumbe rsotiie and trlgunu- 
met r ica l ly  involved. 
before actually solving the integral  equations, the. c o n i p l v x i t y  and dt.tail 
in t he i r  solution c a n  be greatly reduced bt>foreliaiid, ai.d t l i l b  rt.sults w i l l  
be m e r e l y  l inear  combinations of the des i red  a v ~ . r ; i g t ~ s .  
By  proper  arid judicious algebraic  iiia~iipulatiotis 
Add Eq. (27b)  to Eq. ( 2 7 ~ )  and subtract  f rom i t  t w o  titiles E:yU (27a): 
Now add Eq. (26a) to Eq. (L6b) and  subt rac t  f r o m  this the s u m  of 
Eqs. ( 2 6 c )  and (26d): 
3 0  
( 2  8d) 
(cont ) 
1 2 2 
(020s 8-8cos  Usin a t s i n 4  a )du  -- ~ - 
s i 2  aJsin2o. - cos 2 0 
The left-hand s ides  of the above equations could have been obtained 
in the s a m e  form by other  combinations of Eqs. (25), ( L b l ,  and (27). 
The above method is m e r e l y  one of several .  
At this  point, the above four integral  equations can be solved as 
functions of a ,  the angle of incidence. 
bracketed quantities in the integrands. 
of the d r s i r e d  averages :  t h e y  a r e  fou r  l inear ly  independent equations in 
Toiir unknowns, 
The result ing solutions a r e  the 
These are  l inear  combinations 
and m a y  be readily solved. 
L i  
2 2  
- -  
2. Determination of <ql l  q22 sin(/  all-/ az2)>u 
Subtract Eq. (26e)  f r o m  Eq. (26f), subtract  Eq. (26h) f r o m  Eq. 
(26g), and then add these two differences to obtain 
T I ?  7 .  2 . .  2 .  
- 1 1  
2 2  F r o m  the solution of this integral  equation, <qllq22 sin(/all-L%z)>a 
is obtained. 
Suht;act Eq. (26b)  f rom Eq. (26a);  subtract  Eq. (26d) from Eq" (26c), 
;nd t5en SI bt:act the l a t t e r  difference frcln the fo rmer :  
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2 2 2 
s in  a(2cos 8 -  s in  a ) d a  
3 2 s i n  aJsin a -  cos28  
Upon solution of these two integral  equations, the bracketed quantit ies 
in the integrands yield the des i r ed  averages ,  
Subtract Eq. ( 2 6 e )  f r o m  Eq. ( 2 6 g ) ,  subt rac t  Eq. ( 2 6 f )  f r o m  Eq. 
(26h), and then add these two differences:  
L 2 2 
s in  U ( 2 c o s  8 -  s in  a ) d a  
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. 
Now subt rac t  Eq. (25f) f r o m  Eq. (25e)  and multiply the resul t  by 
two; subt rac t  f r o m  th is  Eq. (31a) to obtain the following 
1.1. 
2 2  (8cos 4 8-8cos 2 Osin 2 at s in  4 a ) d a  
- <rlz2r112 C O S ( / . 1 2 - / a z z P d ]  . I  .. 
Sin'OJsin'a- 
Thus upon sloving these l a s t  two integral  equations, the two des i red  
averages  a r e  obtained f rom the bracketed t e r m s  in the integrands. 
All  the nine averages  of Eq. (10) have been determined a t  this point. 
This method employing the doppler s t r i p  therefore  of fe rs  much m o r e  
complete  information than that of the l a s t  section employing a range ring. 
It should be noted that throughout this outline, only three  different 
f o r m s  of integrand have appeared in all of the integral  equations. 
solution of these three  integral  equations i s  quite s t ra ightforward and 
its exis tence is guaranteed, even with the radical  in the denominator. 
a m a t t e r  OI Iacr, one ui ~iiest: I U ~ ~ I L B  ~ C U U C ~ ~  Lu Lilt; w F ; I - L - l . A I v w I I  
in tegra l  equation. 
s c r i b e  methods for  finding exact, c losed-form solutions to  all these 
equations. However, in any pract ical  application it s e e m s  much m o r e  
convenient to  avoid such exact mathematical  solutions in favor of con- 
s t ruc t ing  numer ica l  solutions employing a computer. 
fo r  this  is that the data  found f rom experiment  will be in the fo rm of isolated 
points and wil l  not be representable in genera l  by any simple mathematical  
expression.  Thus r a the r  than be forced to  plot data graphically and r e s o r t  
to  cu rve  fitting, i t  seems much s impler  to  construct  th ree  p rograms  for  
t he i r  solutions and read the measured data  into the machine as input points. 
At any rate ,  the manner  of solution chosen i s  be t te r  left to  the u s e r  and to 
the faci l i t ies  available to him. Suffice i t  to say that the solutions do exist. 
The 
As 
._ . . . *  
In any event, s eve ra l  books on integral  equations de- 
One obvious reason 
V. CONCLUSIONS 
This repor t  has  discussed two experiments  for  measuring easily 
definable p lanar  backscattering averages f rom a la rge  spherical  surface,  
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such as the moon o r  planets. Normal r ada r  scat ter ing f r o m  a surface 
such as the moon yields information about the scat ter ing proper t ies  of 
the moon a s  a whole, and since r ada r  antennas a r e  not always direct ive 
enough to illuminate only a sma l l  well-defined portion at  a time, the 
determination of local average backscattering lunar  surface proper t ies  
i s  complicated. 
enable one to determine nine separa te  backscattering averages,  l is ted 
in Eq. ( l o ) ,  as a function of the angle of incidence. 
can easi ly  be made for  a var ie ty  of observable sample sur faces  of dif- 
ferent  roughness and composition on the Earth,  so  that these same  
averages  for  the moon might be compared with those of a surface with 
known character is t ics .  
about the nature of the lunar  surface.  
The two experiments  overcome this difficulty and 
These nine averages 
This should yield much compar2tive information 
The f i r s t  experiment employs a narrow r a d a r  pulse which i l lumi- 
nates  only a sma l l  band, o r  range ring, on the moon a t  a time. The 
second experiment u ses  a C W  c a r r i e r  and depends upon a spreading of 
this d i scre te  frequency when sca t te red ,  because of the rotation and 
l ibrat ion of the moon. 
corresponds to  points on the moon with the same  velocity toward o r  away 
f r o m  the Earth. 
and measured  data reduction, but does not yield all of the nine averages  
separately.  The second experiment  depends upon an exact knowledge of 
the moon's angular velocity and i t s  axis. 
and receiving antennas must  be oriented accordingly. 
as a function of frequency, s eve ra l  integral  equations must  be solved 
in the reduction of measured  data;  this can all be done on a computer,  how- 
ever ,  eliminating much plotting and the graphical determination of a r e a s  
and slopes. 
the nine averages separately.  
The re turn  at  a given frequency nea r  the c a r r i e r  
The f i r s t  experiment  i s  s imple r  in both measurement  
Knowing these,  the t ransmit t ing 
After  measurement  
In the long run, the second experiment  yields every  one of 
One would expect that all of these average  backscat ter ing proper t ies  
would decrease  to near ly  ze ro  a s  the angle of incidence increased  (i. e. , 
moving away f rom normal  incidence). 
that as the surface roughness becomes  l a rge  in comparison to wavelength, 
the averages  containing a phase difference would all go to zero. 
way of saying the s a m e  thing is that f o r  a rough surface,  one might expect 
a random and therefore  uniform distribution of phase differences f r o m  0 
to Z I T .  F o r  a perfectly smooth sur face  a t  no rma l  incidence, one expects 
<T12> to be zero, since a smooth sur face  does not change the direction of 
incident polarization. However, a s  the roughness approaches the same  
o r d e r  of magnitude a s  wavelength, one expects <TI,> to  become l a r g e r ,  
approaching some constant value ( a t  the s a m e  angle of incidence)y while 
in turn  he expects <qll> and <qtz> to 6 e c r e a s e  to some  constant value. 
Thus, one can verify these facts  on a se t  of sample  sur faces  on the Ear th  
One would a l so  intuitively predict  
Another 
I 
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t 
and then attempt to deduce s i m i l a r  facts about su r face  roughness of the 
moon by varying the wavelength. Frequency scaling can be used on the 
sample su r faces  on the Ea r th  so that the same  resu l t s  can be applied 
to su r faces  with a much l a r g e r  roughness scale.  
Severa l  significant points can be noted here .  F o r  one, the result ing 
s ta t i s t ica l  data  found in Eq. (17a, b, c ,  d)  can all be found solely f rom 
the employment of c i r cu la r  polarizing antennas; l i nea r  antennas need 
not be empl3yed at all. The reason that measurements  involving l i nea r  
polarization are  d iscussed  at all is that in cer ta in  cases it may be d e s i r -  
able o r  m o r e  convenient to use  l inear  antennas. 
t o  note that  this  s a m e  information in Eq. (17a, b, c, d)  f r o m  the range ring 
experiment ,  which is found s t r ic t ly  by using c i r cu la r  polarizing antennas, 
can a l so  be found in the same  identical fo rm f rom the doppler s t r i p  experi-  
ment  when only c i r cu la r  polarizing antennas a r e  used. This is evident 
a f t e r  comparing Eq. (16a, b, c )  with Eq. (27a, b, c). Probably if one were  
forced to choose a minimum amount of s ta t i s t ica l  sur face  information, 
that found in Eq. (17a, b, c, d)  would be both the most  important and the 
s imples t  to obtain f rom the standpoint of the physical measurements  
required.  Any measurements  involving s t r ic t ly  c i r cu la r  polarization a r e  
always easy  to make because they involve no special  antenna orientations 
e i the r  with respec t  to each o ther  or  with respect  to the moon, 
the range ring o r  the doppler s t r i p  experiment  could then be used, 
depending upon which is m o r e  convenient to s e t  up. 
Also, it is significant 
Ei ther  
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APPENDIX A 
The return f r o m  a r a d a r  pulse incident upon the moon can be d is -  
In o r d e r  to re la te  this played on the oscil loscope as a function of t ime,  
t ime  to the angle of incidence, a, on the moon ( s e e  Fig. 4), it is necessary  
to consider  the effect  of pulse length in f r e e  space,  L, to the area in a 
given range ring, i. e.,  dARR = 2rR2 s i n a d a .  Obviously, a s  the pulse 
length, L, becomes too la rge ,  the actual angle of a v a r i e s  significantly 
inside the element d a ;  this reduces accuracy  proportionately. 
angular  increment,  da,  is not a constant as the pulse of length L moves 
pas t  the lunar surface,  but is grea tes t  a t  the portion of the moon hit 
f i r s t .  Since the s ignal  re turned f r o m  this pa r t  will be s t rongest ,  it 
s e e m s  important to  obtain as much undistorted,  accura te  information 
f r o m  this  forward portion a s  possible. 
The actual 
On the o ther  hand, i f  the pulse i s  too smallp besides  sys t em band- 
width problems, the a r e a  illuminated on the moon will have dimensions 
which a r e  l e s s  than prominent sur face  features .  
situation would yield significant average  backscat ter ing data about the 
overa l l  surface. 
It i s  doubtful if this 
If, fo r  example,  T = IO%ec = pulse width in t ime,  the pulse length 
in f r ee  space, L, i s  approximately 2 0 0  miles.  With an  average  luliar radius  
of 1~180 miles ,  the maximum incidence angle increment ,  d u ,  a t  the forward 
region i s  about 35" ,  which i s  intolerable.  
T = 0 . 2 5  x I O e 4  sec ,  L 2 5 mi l e s  and du  Q. f 0 ,  which s e e m  sa t i s fac tory  
since a much smaller pulse length would be of the s a m e  o r d e r  of magni-  
tude a s  the surface roughness.  
width requirements  a r e  of the o r d e r  of 40  k c .  
With a pulse  width of about 
With the l a t t e r  pulse width, sys t em band- 
With a value of L such as the la t te r ,  the portion of the re turn  occuring 
a f te r  the leading edge of the pulse has  s t ruck  the forward edge of the moon 
(but before the t ra i l ing edge has  s t ruck  this  p a r t )  i s  insignificant in  compar i -  
son to the total length of the r e tu rn  pulse .  
of the range ring, c?ARR= 27rR2 s in  a d a  = 2 r R L ,  is a constant a t  all points 
along the illuminated a r e a  ( f r o m  purely geometr ica l  cons idera t ions) .  
fore ,  f r o m  Eq.  (13),  
Neglecting this  portion, the a r e a  
The re -  
The l a t t e r  quantity is  direct ly  proport ional  to the ave rage  power in the 
re turned  pulse, except that the power r e tu rn  i s  a function of t ime,  whereas  
the f o r m e r  is a function of angle .  As long as the increment ,  d a ,  is  smal l ,  
36 
the relationship between angle of incidence, a ,  and t ime a s  observed 
on an oscil loscope is 
o r  
[ l  - cos  a ] ,  t = t , t -  2R 
C 
where  c = speed of light and to = time L / c  seconds a f te r  the s t a r t  of 
the pulse on the oscil loscope ( this  is the t ime that the middle of the pulse 
s t r i k e s  the moon).  
With the above relationshi-ps, t ime can be converted to angle of 
incidence, and v ice-versa .  Thus average power re turn  can be plotted 
d i rec t ly  in t e r m s  of angle of incidence in o r d e r  that the quantities in 
Eq. (17)  can  be computed. 
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APPENDIX B 
The following formulas  a r e  helpful in the algebraic  reduct ion  of 
the integral  equations: 
(33 )  
(34 )  
(35 )  
-1 [?4 cos  0 =-  cos  0 
s in  a 
sin [cos-' [el} = - -+  l Jsin2 a -  cos2  o 
s in  a s in  a 
[2 cos20-  sin2 a] :. kOS 2cos-1 [w]} = - 1 
sin a sin2 a 
&] s in  a ] 
rccjs 0 1  I x cos  [ cos-1 [X] ,  
3 8  
Substitute these into Eq. (9) .  
- -  2 2  1 1
+ 2<rlllrl12 C O S ( / - / ) > c r  zcos3a  J 2 L  ~ sin a - C O S  8
s in  a 
L J 
9 
2 
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Equation ( 2 5 a )  is obtained by using the above equations. 
1 2 2 c o s ( 2 v - 5 )  = - ~ L [Zcos  O - sin a ]  ; 
s i n  a 
2'0s 2 
s in  a 
sin(v-5) = ,/sin2 a -  cos  e 
2 
2 2  2 s in  a -  cos  0) -1 [ s in4a  :. < T v - 5 p %  = <7711>a 
4 s in  U 
< ' 1 , _ t Y V  a = <Til> 
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By using these  above equations, Eq. (25b) i s  obtained. The s a m e  
9 are obtained if  y = -1~1.2 and 5 = 0. U r e su l t s  f o r  < T ~ - ~ , ~ > ~  and < ~ v - < ,  v a 
(25c). y = 0, 5 = sr/2 
2 2 
+ cos e i s i n  a - c o s  e cos(2v-5) = -  2 s i n  a 
sin( 2v-5) = - [2c0s2 e-  sin2 01 
1 >' = <qll>, cos2 e ( s i n 2 a -  cos2e) sin' a 0 . 0  <Tv-c ,v  a 
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cosz  0 
sin' a 
i- <r l22>a  
2 cos  0 2 
sin' a 
sin' a 
1 1  
2 2  
t 2<?,2?12 
>' a r e  o b t a i n e d  if 
c a n  t h e n  b e  
The same e x p r e s s i o n s  f o r  <'I a 
y = 0 and 5 = - r / 2  o r  y = ~ r / 2  a n d  5 
s u b s t i t u t e d  into Eq. ( 2 3 )  t o  g ive  Eq. ( 2 5 ~ ) .  
8~ s i n  a -  C O S  8 J- 2 ,  C O S  v = s i n ( v - 5 )  = 
4 2  x s i n  a 
s i n  v = - c o s ( v - 5 )  = 1 fCOS n k j z - E z % )  
s i n ( 2 v - 5 )  = f 2 c o s 0  2 , / s i n L a - c o S 2 e  
s i n  a 
I 42 
' I '  2 
2 2 
COS B(sin a- C O S  
i- 4<?12Ba 
- 2  <12"2.112z cos(/a*2-/a22)>cr 
t 3 <rl22>a 
[ sin4 
C O S ~ ( ~ C O S  8 - s i n  a)  sin a - c o s  8 
sin4 a 
11. 
1 
U 
The s a m e  expressions f o r  <qv-c,v>o and <q,,-c,,>A a r e  obtained if 
Y = and 5 = k7r/2. 
(23) t o  give Eq. (25d). 
These expressions a r e  then substituted into Eq. 
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[ c o s  O ? j i i n 2 a - c o s  0 ; ' I  
3 
cos(v- t ; )  = 
s i n ( v - 5 )  = 
d2 s i n  0 
1 
4 2  s i n  u 
cos  e +  J s i n 2  C Z -  cos' o [ 
r 
2 2 -1 s i n * a  t 2cos  qLcos 0-sin a) j s i n 2 u -  cos20  I ti'T1Z'a 
t c o s  Osin u 7 1  s i n  ( 3 -  cos  0 
' I  [ s i n  2 a - c o s  2 [ 2  O J  s i n  C r t L c o s O J s i n  2 U - c o s  o t <+122>Q 2 s i n 4 ~  
44 
a -  2cos 8(2cos 2 &sin  
t ficos'e s in  2 a 
2 l  2 - s i n 4 a  - cos e sin'a Js in  a -  cos  e 
The s a m e  resu l t s  can be a r r ived  a t  fo r  y = - ~ / 4  and 5 =   IT/^. 
Upon substitution of the above expressions into Eq. (23) ,  Eq. (25e)  is 
obtained. 
cos v =- cos e ; s in  v = +  - J z x x T  
s in  a s in  a 
cos(v-g) = [cos e t  j-1 ; 
s i n ( v - 5 )  = 4 2  sin 1 a kcos ~+zT-zz-] 
4 2  s in  a 
-(2cos2e-sin2a) 2cos e s in  a -  cos  e sin(2v-5) = 42 s in2u  l [  7 1  
I sin' a t- sin'a- cos'e cos e 1 
45 
cos4 0 -  5 cos2 OsinZ at sin4 a t  cos Osin2 a J-7 bin  ~ 1 -  c o s 2 0  
a -  cos2 O * 1 -t <rl2a>a 2sin4 a 
The same resul ts  could have been obtained f o r  y = 7 ~ / 4  and 5 = 7~ /4*  
Upon substitution of the above express ions  into Eq. ( 2 3 ) ,  Eq. ( 2 5 f )  is 
obtained. 
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(26a,b)  y = 0 
s in  2v  = k 2 c 0 s  t3 J- 
sin2 a 
Substitute these into Eqs. (4)  and (5). 
1 cosz e <lLv>; = - < T I P a  -
R 2 sin2 a 
sin2 a - cos2 8 cos  e - < 1 1 ? ? 1 ~ C O S ( / a l l - ~ ) ~  - J 
1 1  
sin2 a 
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Upon substitution of these resu l t s  into Eq. ( 2 3 ) ,  Eq. ( L 6 a ,  b )  is obtained, 
(26c ,d)  y = ~ r j 2  
cos  0 
s i n 2 a -  c o s 2 0  ; s in  v = - 
sin a s i n  a 
1 
C O S V = f -  1 a .  
/sin2 a - c o s 2  o - 2 c o s  0 s i n  2 v  = t -- 
sin‘ a 
2 :. <VLV>U = - 1 < V l l >  (sin’ - cos  0) a 2  cc 
R sin’ ~1 
1 1  
2 2  cos  0 - -  JsinZ a - cos2 u - <122r112 c o s ( (  a12-/ a‘‘)& 
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Upon substitution of the above into Eq. (23), Eq. (26c, d) result. 
(26e, f )  y = ~ / 4  
cos  v = (cos e +  J s i n Z a e ) ;  
4 2 - s i n  a 
s in  v = 1 ( - c o s  0 k J s i n z a -  cos20  ) 
d29 sin u 
1 s in  2v = -  
sin2 a 
[ 2cos2a-  s in2aJ 
49 
1 
s in  a 
1 1  
1 - -  [zcos2e-  sin2 a] - - <TI% ~ O S ~ ~ ~ 1 1 - h 2 ~ + L  ~ 2 2 
5 0  
1 1  
s in  v = 1 ( c o s  e - t J s in2a-  coS2e) 
42 s in  a 
s i n  2 v  = t 1 [ 2 c 0 s 2 0 -  sin2aJ 
sin‘ a 
1 1  
1 a z  2 - + .z<q22q12 sin(/-/)>a [ s in  at 2cos e J sin's- c o s 2 e l  
51 
* 1  
The above two quantities a r e  then substi tuted in Eq. ( 2 3 )  to  give I . .  
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